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Abstract—This paper presents a robot designed for assisting
elbow and forearm movements of stroke patients during their
rehabilitation process. This robot has the same structure as an
exoskeleton, but is characterized by an actuation principle such
as the tedious and accurate alignment of the axis of rotation of
the robot and patient’s joints is not required.

THE development of robotics in rehabilitation has in-
creased notably over the last decade. This brings new

technology to the hospitals and new tools for physical thera-
pists in the rehabilitation process of patients with neurological
disorders, like stroke. It is established that the first six months
of the rehabilitation training after stroke are the most important
[1]. To intensify the treatment, robots could be a perfect
complement to conventional therapy.

Their are two main types of robots for upper limb rehabilita-
tion: end-effector robots and exoskeletons. The former conveys
the patient’s hand along planar trajectories; while the latter is
capable of mobilizing each segment of the upper limb individ-
ually. This gives to the exoskeleton an important therapeutic
advantage but leads to major issues for adjusting the robot to
everyone’s morphology. This is mainly true for exoskeletons
having joints with fixed axis of rotation, because they require
the alignment of all mechanical degrees of freedom (DOFs)
to those of the patient. This disadvantage can be reduced with
alignment-free exoskeletons, whose mechanical structure no
longer tries to reproduce the characteristics of biologic joints
of the patient [2]. They only apply the efforts required for
their own movement. In this context, the development of a
modular upper-limb alignment-free exoskeleton has recently
been proposed in our research group [3]. Another unique
feature of this exoskeleton is its modularity. Indeed, the robot
can be divided into five independent modules; a shoulder, an
arm, an elbow, a forearm, and a wrist module.

In this contribution, we particularly focused on (i) the
improvement of the electromechanical design of the elbow and
forearm modules, and (ii) the implementation of an advanced
control method based on an impedance law for these new
modules.

The electro-mechanical features requiring improvement
were defined in close collaboration with more than 20 ther-
apists who helped to establish the following list based on
their daily practice: The orthosis device should weight at most
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Fig. 1. Electromechanical solution of the active elbow orthotic device.

500gr; it should actuate both flexion/extension of the elbow
and pro-supination (axial rotation) the forearm; the device
must be ergonomic, user-friendly. Finally the orthosis must
work in three modes: (i) a ”passive” mode where the robot
mobilizes the patient’s arm along a given trajectory; (ii) an
”active” mode where the robot maintains the patient on the
trajectory; and (iii) an ”assisted” mode where the robot helps
the patient to mobilize its arm along the trajectory.

The idea of combining flexion-extension (elbow module)
and pro-supination with the above mentioned specifications
is mechanically very challenging, due to the tight coupling
between these two DOFs. A mechanical prototype fulfilling
these requirements was designed, as pictured in Figure 1. To
keep the device weight below 500gr, the actuators were not
mounted on the device but were remotely located in a box next
to the patient. Bowden cables were used for the transmission
from the actuators to the structure.

In order to implement the impedance-based assistance, the
robot’s controller receives information about the forces applied
to the structure by the patient and its absolute position in
space. Consequently, the structure was instrumented with
strain gauges and absolute encoders. The main challenge of
the impedance-based controller for movement assistance was
the coupling between flexion-extension and pro-supination in
a way that the robot movements were natural and intuitive
for the patient. We implemented a solution satisfying this
requirement by using anisotropy along the two DOFs on the
parameters characterizing the three working modes described
above. After having tested the orthosis on healthy subjects,
we hope to use the device in the near future on stroke patients
and validate its therapeutical interest.
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